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Good Food, your essential  
guide to eating out, eating in  
& everything in between. 

“Good Food is the most trusted, independent food brand 

in Australia: essential reading in The Sydney Morning 

Herald and The Age, and at goodfood.com.au. It’s also 

Australia’s Home of the Hats: awarded to the country’s best 

restaurants for more than 40 years in the Good Food Guide 

and at the national Good Food Guide Awards.

Good Food’s editorial team is second to none for its depth 

of expertise, and the brand is highly respected by both its 

readers and the country’s best chefs for its quality content, 

stunning photography, trusted recipes, insider knowledge 

and independent reviews.”
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2.226M
People nationally are reading food content each  

month via Good Food in The Sydney Morning Herald,  

The Age and on goodfood.com.au

124,000
Readers nationally are accessing food content both 

in print and online each week, resulting in Good Food 

having low cross-platform duplication. 

GOOD FOOD  
PRINT 

1.1M 

GOOD FOOD  
DIGITAL

1.003M 

GOOD FOOD  
CROSS-PLATFORM 
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THE AUDIENCE  
Good Food across print and digital  



EACH MONTH, GOOD FOOD PRINT REACHES:

367K or 30% Female grocery buyers.

729K or 60% who dine out at least once a month.

736K or 60% people who have been to a Hotel or Wine Bar for a drink in the last three months.

1.047M or 86% travel intenders, intending to travel in the next 12 months.

The Good Food audience is more likely to be savvy, educated and keen to be 

‘in the know’ about the latest food trends and openings across the nation.

PRINT AUDIENCE PROFILE

Source: emma conducted by Ipsos MediaCT; people 14+ for the 12 months ending October 2019; Nielsen Digital Content Ratings, Monthly 

Tagged, October 2019, people 14+
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AVERAGE AGE  
25YRS – 54YRS

55:45
GENDER SPLIT

:

46%
AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD 

INCOME >$120,000



EACH MONTH, GOOD FOOD DIGITAL REACHES:

357K or  32% female grocery buyers.

585K or 52% who dine out at least once a month. 

522 or 46% people who have been to a hotel or wine bar for a drink in the last three months.

876K or 78% travel intenders, intending to travel in the next 12 months.

The Good Food audience is more likely to be savvy, educated and keen to be 

‘in the know’ about the latest food trends and openings across the nation.

DIGITAL AUDIENCE PROFILE

Source: emma conducted by Ipsos MediaCT; people 14+ for the 12 months ending October 2019; Nielsen Digital Content 

Ratings, Monthly Tagged, October 2019, people 14+
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Short black 

Espresso

THE SECTIONS

Review

Milk crate

GOOD FOOD is the place to go for expert, 

independent, engaging content on 

restaurants, food, drink and entertaining. 

It is aimed at people who love to eat, 

providing news that matters, reviews 

that count and recipes that work. 

Good Food is home to the renowned 

chef’s hats, awarded to the best 

restaurants around the country for more 

than 40 years as part of the annual Good 

Food Guide Awards. The Good Food 

Guide book is our flagship product and 

the most respected restaurant reviewing 

system in the country. 

Our recipes are created by some of 

Australia’s best-known chefs, inspiring 

passionate home cooks to be even better.

And in our host publications The Sydney 

Morning Herald and The Age, plus online 

at smh.com.au, theage.com.au and 

goodfood.com.au, we cover restaurants, 

food news and trends with a sense of fun, 

intelligence and authenticity unmatched 

by other food media. 

THE SYDNEY MORNING HERALD

THE AGE

Just

Cafe review

Recipes

Food traveller

The Sydney Morning Herald & The Age  Inserts



INTRODUCING GOOD FOOD MAGAZINE

In our food obsessed age, the next logical step for Good Food, already 
Australia’s premium food brand, was to super charge its success by displaying 
recipes, restaurant reviews and food-focused travel guides in a beautiful 
magazine format and serve it up just in time for the weekend.

On the first Friday of each month, you will find the Good Food Magazine in 
the pages of The Age and The Sydney Morning Herald full of everything that 
is essential in food right now. There are recipes from one of the most sought-
after food writers in the world: New Yorker Alison Roman, easy weeknight 
dishes from Donna Hay and weekend entertaining from super chefs like Kylie 
Kwong, Andrew McConnell and Danielle Alvarez plus master classes from 
everyone’s favourite home cook, Jill Dupleix. Every month we profile the hottest 
restaurants across Australia, offering the most up-to-the-minute guides of 
where to eat and drink, written by the nation’s most respected food and wine 
writers. This plus news, supermarket taste tests and chef-led travel guides.

Our trusted Tuesday newspaper section remains the same - the most read 
section across all the Nine print mastheads - bringing you the food news, 
reviews and recipes that we have been publishing for half a century. And all of 
our content is housed online at goodfood.com.au, the largest premium food 
website in Australia.

From the launch issue in October, our magazine was read by a loyal and 
hugely engaged readership of one million food-and travel-loving Australians -- 
bolstering Good Food as a brand with heritage and authority. This year marks 
the 40th anniversary of our sister publication, the Good Food Guide, Australia’s 
most trusted restaurant guide, compiled by experienced, independent critics 
who award hats to the best of the best.

With Good Food being deemed a “super brand” by Nine, our magazine is now 
the crowning jewel in the Good Food stable.

Inserted into The Sydney Morning Herald and The Age. Material is due 12pm 3 weeks prior to publication.
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One-meal masterclass

Buttermilk
fried chicken
When fried chicken is good, it’s very, very good. The chicken is
juicy and tender, the coating crisp, the suntan golden brown
and the flavour out of this world. Here’s how to get it that way.

SERVES 4

INGREDIENTS
6 chicken thighs
6 chicken drumsticks
300ml buttermilk
1 tbsp salt
150g (1 cup) plain our
2 tbsp cornour
1 tbsp ground ginger
1 tbsp mustard powder
1 tbsp garlic or onion
powder

2 tsp smoked paprika
1 tsp salt
1 tsp cracked black
pepper

½ tsp cayenne
1½ litres vegetable oil
for frying

dill pickles for serving

METHOD
Step 1Wash chicken pieces
and dry. Mix buttermilk and
salt in a large bowl, stirring
well. Add the chicken, coat
well, cover and refrigerate
for 2-4 hours.
Step 2Combine the our,
cornour, ginger, mustard,
garlic or onion powder,
paprika, salt, pepper and
cayenne in a bowl.
Step 3 To set up your
dipping station, rst
remove the chicken from
the buttermilk, and rest it
on a plate. Place in order
of use: chicken, seasoned
our, buttermilk and awire
cooling rack set over a tray
linedwith paper towels.
Step 4 Take one piece of
chicken and toss well in the
seasoned our until coated.
Shake off any excess and
dip into the buttermilk

again until coated. Toss in
the our oncemore, then
rest on the wire rack (this
all gets a bit gluey, but
it’s worth it). Repeat with
remaining chicken.
Step 5Pour the oil into a
heavy-based, tall-sided pan
and heat to 180C or until a
cube of bread turns golden
brown in 20 seconds.
Carefully lower three
chicken thighs into the oil
and cook for 10minutes,
turning occasionally with
tongs, until crisp and
golden brown. Remove
and drain on thewire
cooling rack set over a tray
linedwith paper towel.
Step 6Repeat with the
remaining chicken
thighs and legs and
serve hot, with
dill pickles.

Each month, food writer
and cook Jill Dupleix
guides us through the

making of a classic dish.

JILL DUPLEIX

TIP
The secret to a

thick, crisp coating
is to double-dip
in buttermilk and
seasoned our.

Buy chicken
marylands and
cut through the
joint to separate
drumsticks and

thighs.

Photos WILLIAM MEPPEM Styling HANNAH MEPPEM

Eat with your
hands – it

tastes twice as
good this way.

40 goodfood November

Love / hate

Five things in my fridge …
Fresh berries and Greek yoghurt.
Every morning I put some berries
in a bowl and the kids smash them
with a mallet, then eat them with
the yoghurt. The more you get them
interested in the process, the more
they’re willing to eat it. My wife’s
leftover vegie lasagne – the kids love
it. Bolognese sauce; there’s always
one on the go. Loads of vegies and
fruit. We grow a lot of our own. We
have a butcher shop so always
some Blackmore wagyu or good
Aussie lamb.

Five years ago, Australian-born chef
Curtis Stone openedMaude – his
acclaimed Beverly Hills restaurant,
which picked up its first Michelin
star this year. In 2016, he added

Gwen, a “chef-driven” butcher shop
and fine-diner on Sunset Boulevard.

A keen surfer, Stone lives in
Los Angeles with his wife and

two sons.

Words LARISSA DUBECKI

Curtis
Stone

I take my caffeine …
Espresso in the
mornings, cappuccino
at lunchtime and
macchiato after dinner.
I drink quite a bit
of coffee. My
favourite beans
are St Ali from
Melbourne; I get
them shipped
over here.

You’ll never catch me with a …
Microwave. I just don’t see the
point of them. It’s not that hard
to reheat something.

Go-to midnight meal
Tacos. There are so many little taco
stands in LA. Carnitas please.

Give me an
egg and I’ll …
Boil it and eat
it with toast
soldiers. My
method: start
with the egg in
cold water, bring
it to the boil and
take it out after
90 seconds.

I’m embarrassed about …
The amount of food I throw out.
I talk a lot about food waste but
like everybody we get to the end
of the week and there are those
carrots you can bend in half without
snapping and the out-of-date
chicken breast lurking in the fridge.

I can’t live without …
My Nenox knife. They’re expensive
but you get what you pay for. I’m
a big believer in buying once and
having it for life.

My new hero ingredient
Harissa. It’s not a new ingredient;
it was pretty trendy for a while but
I just never got into it. Now I use it
with everything. It’s great under the
skin of a roast chicken.

Easiest meal to impress the kids
My son’s friend said he didn’t
like salmon so I roasted it until it
was nice and caramelised then
reduced some orange to add a little
sweetness. And you know what?
He liked it. I had to give his dad
the recipe.
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Nov 7-24
Melbourne Night
Noodle Markets
Birrarung Marr’s
bustling Asian street
food festival is back
with sizzling skewers,
Japanese snacks,
katsu sandwiches and
live music.
goodfoodmonth.com

7

November
Save the date

Peel a prawn

WordsMEGAN JOHNSTON

HOW TO...

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

1. Hold the prawn in one hand
between thumb and index
nger. With the other hand,
grip the head, rmly twist and
discard.

2. Grip and twist the legs,
pulling away from the shell.
Then, holding the tail, peel
back the shell, leaving the
tail intact.

3. Cut a shallow slit down
the back of the prawn with a
sharp knife to expose the dark
intestinal tract or vein.

4. Lift out the vein with the
knife tip. Alternatively, grab
the vein with your ngers and
gently pull it out.

5

21

Nov 5
Race day in Sydney
Experience the glamour of Cup
Day without leaving Sydney at
the Sydney Harbour Marriott’s
harbourside garden and atrium
pop-up. silvesters.com.au/melbournecup

Nov 8-10 (Sydney),
Nov 29-Dec 1
(Melbourne)
Cake Bake and
Sweets Show
The annual cake show
offers sugar and spice and
all things nice under one
roof. cakebakeandsweets.com

Nov 21-24
Gin Palooza
It’s G&T o’clock at
Sydney’s Paddington
Town Hall, with four
days devoted to more
than 200 craft gins
from 40 Australian and
New Zealand distillers.
ginpalooza.co

Nov 8-17
Western Australia Gourmet Escape
Join some of the biggest names in the
business at this year’s 10-day food
extravaganza, where Momofuku’s David
Chang will be headlining the inaugural
World Gourmet Symposium.
gourmetescape.com.au

8

Nov 1-3
Wine Island celebrates ve years
For three days, Sydney Harbour’s
Clark Island transforms into a vino
harbour paradise complete with
wines, cocktails, beer, food,
music and masterclasses.
wineisland.com.au 1

Nov 4
Melbourne International
Dumpling Festival
Get down to Queen Victoria Market and
celebrate dumplings in all their glorious
global forms at this one-day festival.
qvm.com.au/whatson/melbourne-
internationaldumpling-festival

4
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Good Food events

DO GOOD FOOD GUIDE reviewers wear
disguises or assume dodgy accents when
researching the book? Andwhat does a hat mean
to chefs such as Guy Grossi, whose stable of
restaurants has cupboards full of them? All was
answered at a Melbourne reader event presented
byMarriott Bonvoy atWestin Hotel’s Allegro
restaurant, where diners grilled theGuide’s senior
panel over a Roman-inspired feast.

The evening beganwith Aperol spritzes,
gruyere gougeres and comte custard tarts
prepared by chef Michael Greenlaw of theWestin.
Grossi followedwith cockscomb pasta and his
closely guarded family recipe for wet-braised
lamb (abbacchio alla romana).

Grossi was trumped as the event’s most
noteworthy star of the evening by two readers
who have celebrated their birthdays in restaurants
since they were 16 (they are now 63), using
theGuide as inspiration since its rst edition 40
years ago. Thankfully, Greenlaw’s deconstructed
tiramisu stood up to the scrutiny of the friends’
dessert fanaticism and Grossi’s practised eye.

Roman night at
the Westin Hotel

WHAT’S COMING UP?

The menu

Canape
Sweetcorn madeleines with

blue swimmer crab

Shared entrees
Western Plains caramelised

pork terrine
Broad bean and pea risotto

Choice of main course
Glazed lamb scotch with roasted
cauliower puree and stem greens

or

Snapper a la plancha with
zucchini puree, sh bacon and

dried cherry tomatoes

Dessert
Loukoumades with

brown butter anglaise

MELBOURNE’S renowned
Reymond family has put
Cremorne on the map with
newcomer Frederic. The 70-
seat bistro and bar is run by
Jacques Reymond’s offspring –
Antoine, Edouard and Nathalie
– and offers all-day European
dining by chef Nick Deligianis.
Join Nathalie, Nick and Good
Food editor Ardyn Bernoth for
a specially curated four-course
dinner with matching wines
followed by a Q&A.

Frederic

1.Dinner at
Allegro. 2.Deconstructed
tiramisu.3.GuyGrossi
andMichael Greenlaw.
4.Good Food team

grill Grossi.5.Kingsh
crudo.

Price
$110 per person,
including four
courses and

matching wines
Book

03 9089 7224

When
Monday,

Nov 18, 6.30pm
Where

9-11 Cremorne
Street, Cremorne,

Victoria

1

2

3
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French onion Hummus Taramasalata Tzatziki

Aldi Deli Originals, 250g, $2.00
Passable among a smorgasbord
of dips at a backyard barbie but

too one-dimensional to enjoy
with a box of crackers and a

cheesy movie. This needs more
seasoning and umami-charged

onion powder.

Chris’ Dips, 200g, $3.50
A whack of vinegar almost

saves Chris’ chickpea mash from
blandness but it leaves a sour

aftertaste. Blended with canola
oil, this is a dip best reserved for
those ofce Christmas parties

you don’t want to be at.

Black Swan, 200g, $3.50
If you’re a fan of Peck’s
Anchovette paste, you’ll

love Black Swan’s cured cod
“caviar” dip with its injection of
sh oil. If you don’t enjoy the
taste of canned tuna left in

the sun, move along.

Chris’ Dips, 200g, $3.50
Founding his dip brand 35 years

ago, Christos Tassios can be
credited with putting tzatziki on
picnic tables all over Australia.

This cucumber-ecked yoghurt
is sharp, refreshing and

offers excellent value.

Black Swan, 200g, $3.50
Too much acid, not enough

onion. Only 10 per cent onion
in fact, compared with almost
one-third allium in the Aldi and

Ritz offerings. A high percentage
of cream cheese means this can

become quite sickly, quite quickly.

Yalla, 350g, $6.80
Yalla makes snack-worthy

soups, yoghurts and salsas, and
this preservative-free hummus
hits the sweet spot between

thick and uffy. Featuring fresh
lemon juice balanced by a

backbeat of garlic. Top stuff.

Pilpel, 180g, $6.00
A true blue winner with a

bright burst of lemon and airy
texture. Pilpel’s tarama isn’t

overly shy, so if you’re chasing
a big whiff of the ocean you

could always enhance it with a
spoonful of salmon roe.

Fifya, 250g, $5.50
Did anyone ask for a vegan

tzatziki made from chickpeas?
Yes? No? Anyway, it’s here and
it’s not very good. This is more
of a herbed grey sludge than

anything identiable as tzatziki.
Half a point for the amount of dill.

Ritz Dipz, 185g, $2.50
This may be as good as

supermarket French onion dip
gets. Tiny bits of rehydrated

onion energise each bite and the
base actually tastes like cream

cheese. (The manufacturer also
owns the Philadelphia brand.)

Obela, 220g, $3.50
Obela are hummus specialists
with more than 10 varieties.

This classic rendition is a
smooth player, buzzing with

above-average tahini and
presented with an attractive

swirl in its plastic tub.

Fresh Fodder, 200g, $5.30
A pleasant, lightly textured

tarama suitable for all
occasions. The Orange-based
Fodder company isn’t afraid of
seasoning, meaning this is a

dip better carried by cucumber
or celery than a salty biscuit.

Paradise Beach Purveyors,
200g, $8.00

The cucumber is plentiful and
the yoghurt milky, avoured
by garlic and mint. Kudos to

Paradise Beach for making this
cooling tzatziki from 94 per cent

Australian ingredients, too.

Taste test

Nothing says party like the sight of a group happily huddled around a bowl of dip, even if it hasn’t
been blitzed from scratch. Here’s a silly season guide to what’s on offer at the supermarket.
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The big dipper
Words CALLAN BOYS

TIP
Enhance store-

boughthummuswith
sumac, pinenuts and
adrizzle of extra
virgin olive oil.
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Poached rhubarb,
yoghurt and rose
granita with
raspberries
The granita needs to be
prepared the day before
you wish to serve it.

INGREDIENTS

1½ cups sugar
1 cup orange juice
2 cups water
zest of ½ lemon
1 vanilla bean, split with
seeds scraped out
1 cup rhubarb, washed
and cut into 1cm dice
(about 3 stalks)
1 tsp rosewater
YOGHURT CREAM

½ cup Greek yoghurt
½ cup thickened cream
1 tbsp sugar
1 punnet of raspberries
to serve

METHOD

Step 1 Bring the sugar, juice,
water, zest, vanilla bean
and seeds to a simmer in a
saucepan. Add rhubarb and
stir gently over a high heat
for 20 seconds. Cover with a
tight-tting lid, turn the heat
off and leave the rhubarb
to continue cooking in the
residual heat. After half an
hour place the pan in the
fridge to cool completely.

Step 2When cold carefully
lift out the tender rhubarb
pieces with a slotted spoon
and place on a plate. Return
the rhubarb to the fridge
until ready to use.
Step 3 To make the rose
granita, strain the rhubarb
poaching liquid and add
rosewater. Taste and add a
few more drops if needed.
Pour the liquid into an
enamel baking dish and
place in the freezer to
freeze overnight.
Step 4 Take the frozen
syrup out of the freezer
and scrape with a fork
to create ne crystals.
Continue until the
granita is mostly shaved
to a ne powder without
any lumps. Return to the
freezer while you nish
preparing dessert.
(This can be done a few
hours ahead.)
Step 5 To make the yoghurt
cream,whip together the
yoghurt, cream and sugar
until soft peaks form.
Step 6Distribute the
rhubarb among six bowls.
Top with 2 tbsp of yoghurt
cream and the raspberries,
followed by 2 tbsp of the
granita. Serve immediately
and eat before the granita
melts.

TIP
Be careful not
to overcook the
rhubarb as it will
lose its shape.

Photos WILLIAM MEPPEM Styling HANNAH MEPPEM

Weekend
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Talking wine

Illustrations
SIMON LETCH

Boozy kombucha
Words AMY COOPER

THE DROP
True colours
There are white grapes and red grapes. What else is there to know?

WHEN IT COMES to how wine gets its colour, the answer isn’t black (or
red) and white. The skins of grapes (rather than the esh) contain most of
the pigment that colours wine. The concept is simple: the degree to which
those skins come into contact with the grape juice before, during or after
fermentation largely determines the colour of the wine. It does get more
complex, though. Climate, weather, sun exposure and disease can affect the
colour of grape skins. And the impact skins have on wine colour once they’re
off the vine is affected by the time and technique used for maceration (skin
contact with juice), oak usage, stem inclusion, oxidation, reduction and age.

Seeking
a balance
between
health and
pleasure?
Kombucha
has brought
a party to
its punch.

What method
do you use

to make your
rosé?

We’d like to
start with

champagne.
What is “blanc
de noirs” and

how is it made?

Is “orange
wine” made

by fermenting
oranges instead

of grapes?

Jane is wine director
at Attica and author

of Vignette.

JANE LOPES SINCE KOMBUCHA
emerged from the dreadlock
zone into the mainstream,
we’ve regarded the zzy
fermented tea drink as a gut-
friendly potion packing handy
enzymes and probiotics in
its scoby (that’s symbiotic
culture of bacteria and yeast,
and in 2019 you’re nobody
without one).

During its rise to soft-drink
supremacy, kombucha’s
potential to party outside
the digestive tract remained

unexplored – or so we
thought. In Byron Bay, the
Bucha of Byron team were
busy matchmaking their
artisanal kombuchas with
craft spirits from Cape Byron
Distillery. The local botanicals
in Bucha’s Lemon Myrtle
played so nicely with their
cousins in Brookie’s Gin, that
the blend started popping up
in avour-astute venues as a
cocktail called Dirty Bucha.
Vodka joined the party and
two boozy kombuchas are
now bottled for your pleasure.
Think of Dirty Bucha like
the lm Dirty Dancing –
wholesome Baby doing a
raunchy mambo with bad
boy Johnny.
From BWS and selected venues

Rosé is made pink through
contact with red-grape skins.
There are three methods. The
rst is a direct maceration
of juice on skins. When the
desired colour and balance
is achieved, the juice is
removed from the skins and
fermentation proceeds. The
second – saignée – is used
when the rosé is a byproduct;
in order to concentrate the
freshly crushed juice for red
wine fermentation, pale pink
juice is bled off. The third is a
blend of nished white and red
wine. This is actually the most
common method used to make
rosé in Champagne.

“Blanc de noirs” is a labelling
designation in Champagne,
which describes a white
wine made from “black”
(aka red) grapes. Grape
juice is clear and as long as
it doesn’t macerate with the
skins, the resulting wine will
be white. Red grapes with
red esh – called teinturier
grapes – are an exception.
While not very common,
when you do encounter them,
the resulting wine is often
deep and inky because of the
additional pigment in the juice.
Champagne made from red
grapes tends to have more
bass notes.

Not oranges! “Orange wine”
describes skin-macerated
wine made from white grapes.
Just as red grape skins have
pigment, so do white grape
skins. This pigment, when
left in contact with the clear
juice of the grapes, creates an
orange hue. This treatment
can also create a more tannic
texture and some pleasant
bitterness. This style is
traditional in northern Italy
and Eastern Europe but is
made all over the world.
Skin-macerated whites are
often associated with being
“modern” and “funky” but are
one of the oldest styles.

At a winery At a restaurant At a bottle shop
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SMART FRIDGESmay be getting
a lot of attention these days but
even the dumbest refrigerators are
clever cupboards for keeping food
and drinks cold. Fridges work by
driving coolant (isobutane is common)
through pipes in the fridge casing.
The coolant is transformed from liquid
to gas and back again in a closed
loop, absorbing heat inside the fridge
and expelling it outside.

“If people haven’t bought a fridge
for 10 or 15 years they probably have
no idea how much they’ve changed,”
says Gary Brown, senior brand
manager at Harvey Norman. “They
tend to walk in looking for the biggest
fridge they can t in their kitchen.”

Fridge innovations fall into four
camps: efciency, organisation,
styling and technological add-ons.
The efciency with which a fridge
performs its core cooling function
is arguably the most important. The
best ones cool swiftly and hold food
at a constant temperature without
using too much power.

Organisation is as basic as where
the freezer sits (side, underneath or
on top), and how shelving is arranged.
Recent innovations include door-
in-door compartments (allowing
you to get what you need out of the
fridge door without opening the main

2. Russell Hobbs
The sleek Lunar range prides
itself on quiet boiling and a
perfect drip-free pour. Also
available in white.
Russell Hobbs Lunar Kettle, $89

1. Sunbeam
Waiting for water to boil can
be funwhenwatching it
through double-glass that’s
illuminated by blue lighting.
SunbeamMaestro Dual Wall
Glass Kettle, $89

3. Smeg
This retro kettle can heat
water to seven temperature
levels and hold it there for
20minutes.
Smeg 50s Style Variable
Temperature Kettle, $239

All available at harveynorman.com.au

Electric
kettles

TOP
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Words DANI VALENT

What’s so clever about
these appliances?
Quite a lot it seems.

A touch
of frost

Matte black
is a popular
nish for smart
fridges. Today’s
manufacturers
know that the
best way to
freeze out their
competitors
is through
innovative
aesthetics.

cavity) and ip-up shelves. Some
manufacturers such as Samsung,
Electrolux and Westinghouse offer
exible zones that can be converted
from fridge to freezer and back again
– very handy for entertaining.

While it’s not easy to make a metal
box look sexy, brands are going in
hard with aesthetics, whether it’s
the retro styling and bold colours
of Smeg, the perfectly at Fisher &
Paykel models, or ngerprint-free
matte black nishes in the new LG
French-door versions.

Finally, the technological add-ons
offer varying utility and silliness.
If you want your fridge to let you
know that your washing machine
has nished, that’s possible, but it
might interrupt the YouTube video
you’re watching on the fridge door.
Samsung’s FamilyHub fridge lets you
order groceries from a touchscreen
door and also has internal cameras
so you can be in the supermarket and
check your phone to see whether
you’ve run out of milk. LG’s InstaView
fridge has a fridge panel that
becomes transparent if you knock on
it twice so you can see the contents.

But while a lot of fun, extra
features mean extra dollars without
a corresponding improvement in the
fridge’s core functionality.
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Byron Bay
10 reasons to visit...

Never has Byron Bay been as divided in spirit as it is now.
There’s Almost Extinct Byron (the fishing town with its
lighthouse, surf and farmland where hippies came in their
droves); there’s Old Byron (the epicentre for those seeking
higher meaning); and there’s Byron Now, where the influx
of celebrities has led the way for luxury boutiques, hotels
and a whole new level of dining. This guide covers Byron
Now, with a few old faves thrown in.
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Review

Sean McConnell’s latest venture is a capital example of a
bar, cafe and restaurant joyfully mingling under one roof.

Rebel Rebel

Rebel Rebel
Shop 1, 21-23
Marcus Clarke
Street, Canberra
02 6248 8548
rebelrebeldining.
com.au
Open
Daily 7am-10pm
Vegetarian
Five options from
snack-sized to
main course.
Drinks
A smart wine
list where Old
World class
meets minimal-
intervention
drops and a
smattering of
local producers.
Extra kudos for
the well-stocked
beer fridge.
Go-to dish
Corn and
manchego
croqueta with
prawn head aioli
($8).
Rating

THE MOST prominent trend in Australian dining over the
past 10 years isn’t the fetishism of plant-based eating or
the rise of “farm-to-table” philosophies. It’s not Instagram
culture or the inexplicable popularity of Nutella, either. It’s
the increasing need for restaurants to be more things to
all people. Certainly, ne dining will always have its place.
But over the past decade we’ve witnessed signicant
growth in the number of multi-purpose venues opening
their doors. Places that push beyond the “restaurant and
bar” model to moonlight as cafes, takeaway stores and
perhaps bottle shops, too.

Melbourne chef Andrew McConnell made all-purpose
dining sexy when he opened Cumulus Inc. on Flinders
Lane in 2008. It was a place to enjoy grower champagne
and madeleines made to order, as much as it was a
space for catching up on work emails over black pudding
and eggs. Now McConnell’s younger brother, Sean, is
perfecting the all-purpose template out of a modest
corner site in Canberra’s NewActon precinct.

Rebel Rebel opened in September and it’s one of the
most user-friendly restaurants in the country. Jonesing for
a single martini and oyster? No problem. Granola and a

WordsCALLAN BOYS Photos ROHAN THOMSON

TIP
There’s 15-minute
parking outside if
you’re just nipping

in for coffee.

15
20

at white? Sure. How about the rich oiliness of a sardine
piadina ($9), lifted by caramelised onion, pine nuts and
currants? Absolutely, and here’s a chilled no to wash
it down.

Sean McConnell’s new venue shares a fair whack of
DNA with Monster Kitchen and Bar, the hotel restaurant
he helmed for four years at Ovolo Nishi just up the road.

The key difference between Monster and Rebel
Rebel, McConnell’s rst joint venture with his wife, Jenny
Harders, is a heightened level of professional service. The
well-trained oor staff at Rebel Rebel are happy to take
orders, recommend dishes and chat about wine. You can
also buy that wine at retail cost to take home, huzzah!

Restaurant branding is inspired by the scuzzy-glam of
early David Bowie, while a Kinks-heavy playlist promotes
further proto-punk vibes. Architect Sam Rice designed
the sleek 50-seat dining room, framed by angular beams
of recycled public-housing timber. I don’t think said beams
offer any actual structural support, but I also don’t think
that matters when they’re so striking.

The food makes an impact with its straight-up
deliciousness, too, and most dishes t the Australian
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Weeknight

Oven-baked
super-green falafels
Keep any of your leftover
falafels in an airtight
container in the fridge for
up to two days. They make
a great snack and add
substance to a work salad.
MAKES 16

INGREDIENTS

1 x 400g can chickpeas,
drained and rinsed
1 onion, nely chopped
1 cup (120g) frozen peas,

slightly thawed
2 tbsp white chia seeds
1 cup (90g) nely chopped
broccoli
2 cups (70g) rmly packed
shredded kale leaves
1 cup (24g) at-leaf
parsley leaves
½ cup (8g) mint leaves
1½ tsp ground cumin
½ tsp baking powder
sea salt and cracked black
pepper
extra virgin olive oil,
for brushing

atbreads, rocket, sliced
radishes, labne, to serve

METHOD

Step 1 Preheat oven to
220C (200C fan-forced).
Line a large baking tray with
non-stick baking paper.
Step 2 Place the chickpeas,
onion, peas, chia seeds,
broccoli, kale, parsley, mint,
cumin, baking powder and
salt and pepper in a food
processor and process until
nely chopped.

Step 3 Press 2 tbsp portions
of the mixture into patties
and place on the tray.
Brush the patties
generously with oil and bake
for 15 minutes. Flip, brush
the patties with more oil
and bake for a further 15
minutes or until golden
and crisp.
Step 4Divide the atbreads
between individual serving
plates and serve topped
with rocket, radish, labne
and the falafels.

Add spice to
your night with
simple flatbreads
and tacos packed
with flavour and
crunch.

Donna Hay’s latest book
WeekLight is out now.

TIP
I used charcoal
atbreads. They

look striking against
the colourful
vegetables.

Donna is a leading food
editor and best-selling

cookbook author.

DONNA HAY
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Handy cans
Tinned tomatoes are
a pantry staple for
Italian-style sugos,
ragus or whizzed for
pizza bases. They’re
also handy for Mexican
moles, Indian curries
and Middle Eastern
shakshukas. Chopping
tinned tomatoes can be
messy: avoid splotches
by opening the tin in the
sink, then use a small
paring knife to cut them
while still in the tin.

Cherry pick
For something different,
cook rice, quinoa or millet
in a 50-50 mix of tinned
tomatoes and water or
stock for avoured sides
and pilafs. Tinned cherry
tomatoes are generally
unpeeled and work well
when you want texture
and shape, perhaps
in chunky salsas or
shakshukas.

Home or away?
Chefs often insist on
Italian brands that use
San Marzano tomatoes,
a southern Italian
heirloom tomato that is
avoursome and low in
seeds. But Australian
tomatoes stack up well:
our only local processor,
SPC Ardmona, works
alongside seed
producers and farmers
to improve the avour
and utility of the 40,000
tonnes of tomatoes it
processes each year.

Go for the chop
Italian tomatoes are
cheaper, often because
exploited labourers
pick and pack them.
Look for whole, peeled,
unavoured tomatoes
because you can chop
them as you wish and
add your own herbs,
garlic and seasoning to
suit your personal taste.

The goods

Canned
tomatoes

Words DANI VALENT
Photo JAMES BRICKWOOD

Health check
Cooked tomatoes
retain – and sometimes
concentrate – nutrients
present in raw tomatoes.
Some people are
concerned about BPA,
the chemical that’s part
of the resinous lining in
most tins. In large doses,
BPA can be toxic but
peer-reviewed studies
show that it’s safe when
used as a tin liner.

Shipping news
Tomatoes are picked,
scalded, skinned and
sometimes chopped
before being canned
with tomato juice or
paste and (sometimes)
avourings such as garlic
and herbs. Then they’re
cooked in the can,
labelled and shipped.
Australian tomatoes are
processed within
24 hours of picking.

Cook
Did you know?

Canning tomatoes
grow on compact

knee-high plants, unlike
the sprawling vines in

our backyards.

Easy mid-week recipes p32 | Andrew McConnell’s spring Sunday menu p34 | Pad Thai masterclass p38
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